The structure of brome mosaic virus (BMV), the type member of the bromoviridae family, has been determined from a single rhombohedral crystal by X-ray diffraction, and re®ned to an R value of 0.237 for data in the range 3.4-40.0 A Ê . The structure, which represents the native, compact form at pH 5.2 in the presence of 0.1 M Mg 2 , was solved by molecular replacement using the model of cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV), which BMV closely resembles. The BMV model contains amino acid residues 41-189 for the pentameric capsid A subunits, and residues 25-189 and 1-189 for the B and C subunits, respectively, which compose the hexameric capsomeres. In the model there are two Mg ions and one molecule of polyethylene glycol (PEG). The ®rst 25 amino acid residues of the C subunit are modeled as polyalanine. The coat protein has the canonical``jellyroll'' b-barrel topology with extended amino-terminal polypeptides as seen in other icosahedral plant viruses. Mass spectrometry shows that in native BMV virions, a signi®cant fraction of the amino-terminal peptides are apparently cleaved. No recognizable nucleic acid residue is visible in the electron density maps except at low resolution where it appears to exhibit a layered arrangement in the virion interior. It is juxtaposed closely with the interior surface of the capsid but does not interpenetrate. The protein subunits forming hexameric capsomeres, and particularly dimers, appear to interact extensively, but the subunits otherwise contact one another sparsely about the 5-fold and quasi 3-fold axes. Thus, the virion appears to be an assembly of loosely associated hexameric capsomeres, which may be the basis for the swelling and dissociation that occurs at neutral pH and elevated salt concentration. A Mg ion is observed to lie exactly on the quasi-3-fold axis and is closely coordinated by side-chains of three quasi-symmetry-related residues glutamates 84, with possible participation of side-chains from threonines 145, and asparagines 148. A presumptive Mg 2 is also present on the 5-fold axis where there is a concentration of negatively charged side-chains, but the precise coordination is unclear. In both cases these cations appear to be essential for maintenance of virion stability. Density that is contiguous with the viral interior is present on the 3-fold axis at the center of the hexameric capsomere, where there is a pore of about 6 A Ê diameter. The density cannot be attributed to cations and it was modeled as a PEG molecule.
Introduction
Brome mosaic virus (BMV), a T 3 icosahedral virus, is the type member of the bromoviridae family and bromovirus genus. 1 It infects many species of gramineae and can be easily transmitted mechanically, as well as by various vectors. 2 It is composed of 180 identical polypeptides which assume an equal number of either an A, B, or C conformation, and a multipartite genome consisting of four single-stranded RNA molecules of 3.2 kb, 2.8 kb, 2.1 kb and 0.8 kb designated RNA1, RNA2, RNA3, and RNA4, respectively. RNA1 and RNA2 are found alone in virions, while RNA3 and RNA4, the latter of which codes only for the coat protein, 3 are found packaged together. Thus, the total complement of RNA in any of the three types of particles is roughly the same. The coat protein is composed of 189 amino acid residues, with a highly positively charged amino-terminal segment. BMV is one of the most thoroughly investigated of all of the spherical plant viruses, and it is neither possible nor necessary to review all of the information available on its structure, assembly, or physico-chemical properties.
2,4 ± 6 A number of points are, however, directly pertinent to this investigation and its results. BMV is similar in most regards to the closely related cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) whose structure has been determined elsewhere 7 . It has a diameter of about 28 nm in the native state at low pH (< 6.0) and in the presence of Mg 2 , but experiences a profound, though reversible, structural transition as the pH approaches neutrality. 8 ± 10 Mg 2 helps stabilize the native virion at higher pH, but does not prevent the transition. 11, 12 The transition may be regulated by carboxyl clusters and be mediated by cations as proposed for other virions as well. 13 At high salt conditions and neutral pH, the virion loses its RNA and dissociates into protein products. The protein can be reassembled under de®ned conditions into a variety of forms, including both empty T 3 and T 1 icosahedra. 14 ± 18 Most physico-chemical evidence suggests that there are only weak interactions in the capsid between individual protein subunits, though the data equally support weak interactions between capsomeric groups of subunits. Hence, empty icosahedral shells are not observed in vivo and assembly, unlike that for tymoviruses, is apparently not driven by protein-protein interactions and capsid formation. Instead, assembly seems to proceed by concerted interactions between the very positively charged amino-terminal polypeptides of the coat proteins and more or less globular, preformed masses of negatively charged RNA. Thus, the virions are believed to be created and maintained principally by relatively¯uid protein-nucleic acid interactions. 4 Nearly 60 years of experimentation on BMV indicates that the virus is among the least rigid in terms of structure, most malleable in terms of form, and most susceptible to transitions. Intersubunit interactions appear weak and imprecise; protein-RNA interactions are non-speci®c, and encapsidation criteria meager. 11, 19 The structure we present here suggests explanations for a number of these features, and also suggests a mechanism for assembly and disassembly compatible with the observations.
Results
The asymmetric unit in the R3 crystals 8 is composed of 20 triangular faces each containing three icosahedrally distinct protein subunits designated A, B and C. All have identical amino acid sequences but assume three different subunit conformations to accommodate their structural roles in the virion. Therefore, 20-fold non-crystallographic symmetry was used in all averaging operations and maintained throughout re®nement. In the model of BMV, the pentameric A subunits were composed of residues 41-189, the B and C subunits comprising the hexameric capsomeres of residues 25-189 and 1-189, respectively. Amino-terminal segments of the A and B subunits were not visible in electron density maps. The initial 25 amino acid residues at the amino-terminal ends of the C subunits were observed as continuous chains, contiguous with the remainder of the C subunits at amino acid 26, but they were somewhat disordered. These C subunit amino-terminal peptides were, therefore, modeled as polyalanine chains.
The protein subunits are shown as they are assembled to make pentameric capsomeres (from A subunits), hexameric capsomeres (from B and C subunits), and distributed about the quasi-3-fold axis (A, B, and C subunits) in Figures 1, 2 and 3 , respectively. The coat protein exhibits the canonical`j elly roll'' b-barrel topology with amino-terminal polypeptides ultimately extended into the interior of the virus. The visible portions of the aminoterminal polypeptides of the B and C subunits form a distinctive``b annulus'' about the 3-fold axis at the center of each hexameric capsomere, as seen in a number of other icosahedral viruses. 20 The hexamer is characterized by a pore at its center of about 6 A Ê diameter and the pentamer by a similar channel of about 5 A Ê diameter.
The pore through the hexameric unit is obstructed. This is illustrated by density, shown in Figure 4 , that appears to be contiguous with disordered density in the interior. It could conceivably be nucleic acid, or amino-terminal polypeptides from either intact coat proteins or fragments from cleaved subunits, but these do not appear likely. It may also be ordered water, PEG, or disordered ions, but does not appear to be discreet cations such as Mg 2 or Ca 2 . The amino acid side-chains making closest approach to the density are two valine residues, 30 and 32, from the B and C subunits. There are no charged residues in the channel and it appears to be hydrophobic in character. We have modeled this density with what we feel is the most innocuous choice, a PEG molecule.
In addition to the three protein subunits, Mg ions were included on the quasi-3-fold axis and the 5-fold axis, based on pronounced spherical peaks at those positions in the electron density maps (3 s in 2F o À F c composite omit maps). The Mg 2 on the 5-fold axis is at a radius of 127 A Ê from the center of the virus particle. Although there are a number of negatively charged amino acid side-chains in the immediate area, which are directly involved is uncertain and the binding of the ion may be mediated through water molecules. No water molecules were included, however, because of the modest resolution of the data. The ion, in any case, effectively blocks this channel.
Precisely on the quasi-3-fold axis is a Mg ion coordinated directly by three carboxyl groups provided by quasi-symmetric glutamates 84 from the A, B and C subunits, as illustrated in Figure 5 groups plus three additional oxygen atoms. This Mg ion appears to play a particularly important role in maintaining the structure of the capsid and is likely the source of the cation stabilization of the native virion. Were it removed, then only water would remain to mediate the close carboxyl interactions. Such an arrangement involving Mg 2 was suggested by Speir et al. 7 for CCMV as well. The weakest interactions are amongst ABC subunits at the quasi-3-fold axes, and amongst A subunits about the 5-fold axes. This is evident in Figure 6 . The occluded surface areas at these interfaces are only about half those for the dimer interfaces and those within the hexameric capsomeres. Inspection of the dimer and hexamer interface areas, which are about 1000 A Ê 2 or greater, shows that these are due almost entirely to contacts involving the amino and carboxy-terminal polypeptides. Removal of residues 1-49 and 177-189 at the two termini virtually eliminates any contact. The extensive contact areas characterizing the dimers, which range from 1244 to 1589 A Ê 2 , suggest that the dimers may be the molecular species responsible for assembly.
Moderate subunit interactions woven together via interdigitating carboxy termini may help to explain the capsid plasticity characteristic of bromoviruses. These may facilitate the observed capsid swelling preceding irreversible disruption of the virus shell.
7, 21 The presence of stabilizing Mg ions, which serve as lynchpins at 5-fold and quasi-3-fold axes, would explain how cations stabilize the capsid above neutral pH. In the absence of these ions, increased pH would promote repulsive interactions, thereby causing the capsid to dissociate. The ultimate products are presumably AB and CC dimers held together by the interwoven carboxy termini. 18, 22 The appearance of the intact virion is seen in Figure 7 along with relevant dimensions. The plane cutting through the capsid in Figure 7 contains both the 5-fold and 3-fold axes. It presents the electrostatic distribution across the viral shell, and through the channels at the two axes. At the top of Figure 7 the exterior and interior electrostatic surfaces of the protein capsid are shown. As one might expect, the interior surface of BMV, even in the absence of the basic amino-terminal polypeptides, is very positively charged and undoubtedly closely associated with negatively charged RNA.
Proteolytic cleavage of N-terminal polypeptides
We found in a separate study 8 that dissociation of the virions to produce capsid protein, and protein assemblies, was accompanied by proteolytic cleavage of amino-terminal polypeptides from a portion, and sometimes all of the protein subunits. Mass spectrometry of BMV from rhombohedral The glutamate, threonine, and aspartate residues involved are labeled. These cations may serve a crucial role in the formation and maintenance of the capsid structure, and the carboxyl groups are likely those earlier identi®ed as Caspar carboxyls. 13 crystals used in this X-ray diffraction analysis shows some degree of cleavage in these capsid subunits as well. Intact subunits comprise the majority of the population, but some subunits are cleaved to produce signi®cant subpopulations of subunits M r 14,533 and M r 10,180, corresponding to N-terminal cleavages at amino acid residues 57 and 97, respectively. In addition, mass spectrometry also shows at least three peptides, presumably cleavage products, also present in the crystals, and almost certainly in the virions. These have molecular masses of about 5808 Da, 4770 Da, and 4430 Da and are likely to be the complements, or additionally degraded complements of the subunits.
We cannot be certain whether the visibility and more ordered conformation of the amino-terminal polypeptides of the C subunits have functional signi®cance or not. The C subunits may simply be less susceptible to proteolytic cleavage, or their amino termini may make more de®ned contacts with the RNA. On the other hand, amino-terminal polypeptides of the C subunits may be more visible and ordered because they play some special role in guiding the arrangement of the capsid protein about the RNA cores, and in promoting assembly.
Comparison to CCMV
The sequences of BMV and CCMV are 70 % identical and highly homologous over the remainder. The sequence of BMV is one amino acid residue shorter than that of CCMV due to deletions at 27 and 150 in the CCMV sequence, and the addition of an arginine residue at the carboxy terminus. The deletions occur at the start of the b-annulus and at the end of the GH helix. 7 Both changes are accommodated easily. Most other differences between the structures appear in loops connecting b-strands of sheets. Both BMV and CCMV have highly positively charged amino-terminal polypeptides that contain one arginine and seven lysine residues for BMV, and three lysine and six arginine residues for CCMV. Given the degree of homology, it is not surprising that the structures of the coat proteins of the two viruses are nearly the same. The differences in amino acids between the two, as seen in Figure 6 , accumulate at subunit interfaces in the capsid, and therefore result in signi®cant differences in intersubunit contacts.
The A, B and C subunits of BMV exhibit rms differences for C a positions of 0.88 A Ê (A-B), 1.01 A Ê (A-C), and 0.99 A Ê (B-C). The superposition of corresponding subunit backbones of BMV on the CCMV model is shown in Figure 8 . The correlations between equivalent C a positions for BMV and CCMV subunits are equally good with 1.02 A Ê , 1.08 A Ê and 1.06 A Ê RMS differences for the A, B and C subunits, respectively. The most striking differences between the two structures arise as a consequence of the bound cations. CCMV was crystallized for X-ray diffraction at pH 3.3 in the presence of EDTA and contained no cations. The rhombohedral BMV crystals studied here were puri®ed and crystallized in the presence of 0.1 M magnesium acetate at pH 5.2. As a consequence, cations were observed in the structure. 
RNA distribution
The distribution of difference density in the F o À F c map of BMV is not entirely arbitrary inside the virion, though there are no elements of density that can be interpreted unambiguously as either single or double-stranded RNA. The observed density appears simply to be where fortuitous superpositions of RNA density occurred during the averaging processes (both physical during crystallization, and computationally during map averaging). The difference density is, however, organized into two shells.
In agreement with low angle neutron scattering studies, 23 ± 25 there is a lumen at the center of the particle of about 35 A Ê radius. This is presumably occupied by bulk solvent. From about 35 to 65 A Ê radius, there is a shell occupied by substantial density, then a distinctive trough until a radius of about 75 A Ê . Between that radius and the inside of the protein capsid is the strongest band of density. This density does not appear to extend into the protein shell to any appreciable degree except at the centers of the hexameric capsomeres (the 3-fold axes) where density (modeled as a PEG molecule) is seen in the pore. The pore, however, is only 6 A Ê in diameter so it is dif®cult to envision how this could represent main-chain RNA. Indeed, there appears to be close apposition of RNA to the interior of the protein shell, consistent with the observed positive electrostatic surface on the inside of the capsid, but there is no visible penetration.
Because the distribution of the RNA is not uniform in the capsid, estimates of the RNA packing density may have to be re-evaluated. Assuming a more or less uniform RNA distribution between radii 30 and the inside of the capsid, Anderegg et al. 25 calculated that this region was composed of about 50 % solvent and that, therefore, the RNA was rather loosely assembled. If, however, it exists predominantly in two shells with a solvent volume interposed, then the packing of the RNA in the two shells would be signi®cantly greater than the overall average. A greater local packing density might be more consistent with the nearly 60 % base-paired secondary structure of the RNA predicted from circular dichroism. 5 
Discussion

Subunit interactions and structural transitions
Most studies of the physical structure of BMV have suggested that only tenuous interactions exist between protein subunits in the capsid, and that virion integrity is maintained principally by protein-RNA interactions (for a discussion, see Kaper 4 ). An examination of the structure shows the situation to be somewhat more complicated. Within hexameric capsomeres, but to a considerably lesser extent pentameric capsomeres, subunit interfaces are relatively large and the interactions extensive, comparable to those in other T 3 viruses. The interactions between capsomeres, i.e. those around the quasi-3-fold axis where A, B, and C subunits join, are meager. In addition, a principal component of the assembly at the quasi-3-fold, perhaps the lynchpin of the capsid structure, is the Mg ion that is coordinated by negatively charged side-chains from each of the three subunits.
Indeed, were the Mg 2 , which is known to stabilize the structure and modulate swelling 11 removed, then the charged carboxyl groups from glutamates 84 and aspartates 148 would repel one another. This would not only further weaken the bonding at the quasi-3-fold, but would introduce a destabilizing in¯uence. These carboxyl groups, in the absence of Mg 2 , as in CCMV, may be the crucial carboxyl clusters suggested to control the swelling of BMV and its ultimate disassembly. 11, 12 The susceptibility of the structure at the quasi-3-fold axes coupled with ®rmer interactions within capsomeres suggests that upon dissociation of the capsid, the immediate products would be RNA, and probably protein hexamers (B and C subunits) and dimers. This is consistent with what is observed by AFM in the transition of T 3 to T 1 particles. 8 On the other hand, there is evidence that dissociated capsids ultimately yield dimers in solution. 18, 22 This is realistic as well because protein-protein interactions across icosahedral dyad axes are also extensive (see Figure 6 , above).
RNA distribution
Evidence acquired over the past 40 years of research on BMV and CCMV consistently suggests that the structure of the virion is maintained principally by protein-RNA interactions with otherwise weak intersubunit contacts. The close approach of the RNA to the inside of the protein shell, and the positively charged interior surface is consistent with this view. Likely to be at least as important, however, are the highly positively charged aminoterminal polypeptides. These have clearly been shown essential to virion assembly, 26, 27 protein-RNA interactions, 11 virion integrity, 4 swelling stages of the virion, 9 ,10 and a number of other structural and physiological properties. 5 These are ambiguous or not observed at all in the electron density map and are probably associated with the outer shell of RNA. They may serve as anchors and lines to moor the individual protein subunits to the RNA core. Thus, the protein units on the surface may experience only tenuous lateral interactions among themselves while tethered to the core. Such an imprecise capsid arrangement could explain the relatively poor diffraction properties of the various crystals of this virus, and why crystals of the BMV T 1 particles lacking RNA, but requiring much closer protein-protein contacts, diffract to substantially higher resolution. 8 
Protein-nucleic acid interactions and assembly
Icosahedral averaging, both physical upon crystallization and computational in map averaging, suppresses nucleic acid density inconsistent with viral symmetry. Frequently, however, bits and pieces, and occasionally large segments of nucleic acid are visible in electron density maps of spherical viruses where the RNA or DNA does, through virion design, appear systematically consistent with the icosahedral symmetry (see Larson & McPherson for examples). 28 No discrete elements of nucleic acid, however, were apparent in this BMV structure. This is, perhaps, not surprising. The BMV coat protein encapsidates RNA1, RNA2, or RNA3 plus RNA4. The RNAs are completely dissimilar in sequence, and RNA3 RNA4 consists of two independent entities. They would be unlikely to share the same secondary and tertiary structures, form similar cores, or be capable of systematically making the same speci®c interactions. The only common features they are likely to exhibit are a ®nal core size and a display of negatively charged phosphate ions. It is not unexpected, then, that the principal protein-nucleic acid interactions would be electrostatic and non-speci®c in nature. This is consistent with the very positively charged inner surface of the BMV capsid, and the positively charged, and structurally critical, amino-terminal polypeptides.
There are three plausible mechanisms for the assembly of small icosahedral viruses. Either (1) encapsidation proceeds through highly cooperative interactions between the RNA and protein in which the nucleic acid assumes its virion conformation as a consequence of its interactions with proteins. This was proposed for satellite tobacco mosaic virus (STMV). 28 Another means (2) is where the RNA folds independently into some roughly spherical core structure, purely as a consequence of secondary and tertiary nucleic acid interactions, and the protein shell then forms around it by virtue of non-speci®c charge interactions involving positively charged subunits and negatively charged phosphate groups. A third possibility (3) which might be operable, and is likely in the case of the tymoviruses, 4 is that a nearly complete capsid forms entirely through protein-protein interactions, and the RNA is then drawn into the capsid, again, probably through charge interactions. In (1) there must be strong protein-nucleic acid interactions, some consistent with icosahedral symmetry and, therefore, occasionally visible in electron density maps. 20, 28 No such interactions are seen in BMV. Mechanism (3) is characterized by rigorous protein-protein interactions and the in vivo formation of empty capsids. All physico-chemical evidence suggests this not to be the case for BMV. Indeed, in vivo, bromoviruses apparently form no empty capsids. 22 The structure of BMV suggests that mechanism (2) is more likely responsible for assembly.
The fact that BMV can encapsidate RNA1, RNA2, or RNA3 RNA4, which share no sequence homology, and, therefore, probably no secondary and tertiary motifs, weigh against speci®c interactions. Yet, protein-nucleic acid interactions have been shown to be crucial in virion assembly and maintenance. 4, 11 Other evidence 26, 27 indicates that interactions between protein and RNA are essential for proper assembly, and are mediated principally through the amino-terminal polypeptides, which we observe to be spatially disordered for A and B subunits, and partially for the C subunits as well. The model that emerges, then, is that the RNAs likely fold into globular forms that present negatively charged binding sites for the amino-terminal tails. By these tails, protein subunits are drawn together and loosely organized around the RNA where protein-protein interactions ultimately direct formation of the icosahedral capsid. The aminoterminal tails subsequently remain as electrostatic anchors in the RNA cores to effect virion cohesion. Swelling and disassembly occurs when those anchors are disrupted or cleaved from the protein units, or their tethers to the protein subunits are weakened by extension.
An additional observation that supports mechanism (2) is that reassembly of BMV protein around its various RNAs to produce intact virions is virtually instantaneous. 29 Were signi®cant rearrangement of RNA structure required, or a series of protein aggregation steps necessary to form partial capsids, then the speed of the reassembly reaction would not likely be so great. The reaction suggests rapid initiation and propagation accompanied by cooperative structural interactions.
The swelling process
One of the most thoroughly studied aspects of the behavior of BMV is the swelling transition the virion experiences between pH 6 and 7. This transition is particularly pronounced in the absence of Ca 2 or Mg 2 , which otherwise stabilize the virion. The structure presented here is consistent with a number of earlier proposals regarding that tran-sition. First, carboxyl groups are involved. These are seen at the quasi-3-fold axes and 5-fold axes where they interact with Mg ions and, thereby, also explain the cation stabilization. Removal of those cations would allow mutual repulsion of the carboxyl groups and promote subunit separation, and perhaps disassembly. Weak protein-protein interactions between subunits were also predicted 4 , and they were observed here between capsomeres, also consistent with the transition. Finally, the disorder of the positively charged amino-terminal tails of the coat proteins is consistent with a loose and rather non-speci®c interaction with the RNA, seemingly another requirement for the transition. We see no evidence, however, that cations regulating the transition bind directly to the encapsidated RNA as has been suggested.
12
RNA4 and the evolution of satellite viruses A possible mechanism for the origin of T 1 satellite viruses, such as STMV, satellite tobacco necrosis virus (STNV) and satellite panicum mosaic virus (SPMV), is that they evolved from a recombination product in host cells which were multiply infected with larger viruses. 30 The replicase recognition site of the helper virus, which must be a common feature, de®ned the helper virus speci®city, and, therefore, also conferred the host range. The coat protein, however, very probably came from elsewhere, i.e. another virus.
We raise this issue because of the several RNAs found in BMV and other multipartite T 3 icosahedral viruses. Certain correlations can be made, particularly regarding the curious RNA4 species. RNA4 in BMV is about 800 nucleotides in length and has about 65 % internal base-pairing capability. 6, 31, 32 This is approximately the same as for the satellite virus RNAs (SPMV/820 bases, STMV/1058 bases, STNV/1260 bases). RNA4 has a replicase recognition site, as do satellite virus RNAs. RNA4 codes only for the viral coat protein, and this is the only function presently assigned to the satellite virus RNAs. Finally, when truncated or incomplete RNAs are encapsidated, the product is frequently a T 1 virus having the properties of the satellite viruses. 8, 16 While these observations are only suggestive, it is not unreasonable to speculate that the satellite virus RNAs may have been derived from RNA4 species of multipartite viruses. Of course the converse might also be considered, but because of the involvement of RNA3, this would necessarily be a more intricate and less probable process.
Materials and Methods
Growth and purification of BMV C prior to virus puri®cation. Frozen BMV leaves were mixed in a blender with two parts of extraction buffer (0.5 M sodium acetate, 80 mM magnesium acetate, 1 % (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol at pH 4.5). The mixture was then homogenized for ten minutes at 4 C, strained through two layers of cheesecloth, and then left on ice for one hour. The material was clari®ed by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 20 minutes, and the supernatant mixed with 10 % (w/v) polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000 and stirred overnight. Virus was again pelleted from the mixture by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 20 minutes, and the isolated pellet dissolved over 12 hours in a 1:10 diluted extraction buffer. The solution was then clari®ed, mixed with 15 % PEG 8000, pelleted and resuspended as described above.
Final puri®cation was achieved by mixing the virus solution with CsCl 2 to a refractive index of about 1.3806 and centrifuging for 24 hours at 110,000 g. The milky white band of virus was removed by puncturing the side of the centrifuge tube with a syringe. After dialysis for 24 hours against 1:10 diluted extraction buffer at 4 C, virus was concentrated in Centricon concentrators to about 7 mg/ml.
Crystallization
Rhombohedral BMV crystals were obtained by mixing 10 ml of virus solution with 10 ml of 23 % polyethylene glycol 550 mono-methyl ether containing 0.1 M magnesium acetate at pH 5.2. The drops were then equilibrated at 18 C by vapor diffusion with 1.0 ml reservoirs in Cryschem plates (Hampton Research, Laguna Niguel) sealed with clear plastic tape. Crystals were visible after about seven days and grew to about 1 mm Â 1.5 mm in 10-15 days.
Diffraction studies
Rhombohedral BMV crystals were exposed for about 60 seconds to a cryoprotectant mixture consisting of one part precipitant, one part glycerol, and one part PEG 400, and excess solid sucrose. Crystals were then passed repeatedly through perritone oil to remove excess cryoprotectant prior to¯ash cooling in a liquid nitrogen stream. Crystals diffracted to about 3.4 A Ê and data were collected at the Advanced Light Source, Beamline 5.0.2.
Images were collected with an oscillation angle of 1.0 and processed using a mosaicity of 0.9. Raw images were reduced using DENZO and SCALEPACK. 33 Separate runs of DENZO were required to process the full dataset and each run of DENZO arbitrarily chose one of the two possible indexing schemes for the R3 space group. In SCALEPACK, each set of indexed images from DENZO was then subsequently compared to each other in both orientations and the best set of orientations was used for the ®nal data set. The crystals were of rhombohedral space group R3 with unit cell dimensions of a b c 263. Table 1 .
Structure solution and refinement
The virus particle is centered at the origin with an icosahedral 3-fold axis coincident with the body diagonal of the rhombohedral R3 cell. Thus, the crystallographic asymmetric unit consists of one-third of a particle, or 60 protein subunits, or 20 ABC trimers. Self-rotation function searches produced 5-fold and 3-fold axes that were consistent with icosahedral symmetry; however, a direct rotation search was used to solve the structure. The coordinates for CCMV were obtained from VIPER (http://mmtsb.scripps.edu/viper/) and expanded to an asymmetric unit (20 ABC trimers) unique to a particular icosahedral 3-fold axis. The model was rotated around the origin to bring this 3-fold axis into coincidence with the body diagonal of the R3 cell. The model was then rotated incrementally about the body diagonal. At each position, the correlation coef®cient and R-factor were calculated. The ®nal direct rotation search included expansion/contraction of the model along the vectors de®ned by the origin and the centers-of-mass of the 20 trimers in the model, followed by 20 group rigid body re®nement with each group de®ned as an ABC trimer. These searches produced a CCMV-based model yielding a correlation coef®cient of 0.325 and an R-factor of 0.439. From this model, a skew matrix was determined by rotating the initial model onto the correctly oriented model and a unique set of 20 non-crystallographic symmetry operators was determined. A correctly positioned CCMV ABC trimer was mutated to the BMV sequence and an NCS-averaged SIGMAA-weighted 2F o À F c map was calculated. This was the starting point for an iterative process of model rebuilding, re®nement (using NCS operators) by simulated annealing and/or conjugate gradient minimization, and calculation of new NCS-averaged SIGMAAweighted 3F o À 2F c , 2F o À F c , F o À F c and composite omit maps for subsequent model rebuilding. A bulk solvent correction was continually applied during this iterative procedure. Averaging masks covered the protein and the interior of the particle. All maps and re®nements utilized all data with F > 4 s F ; however, the sparseness of the data beyond 4.0 A Ê makes this nominal 3.4 A Ê structure in reality closer to a 4.0 A Ê structure determination.
Besides the capsid proteins, the model contains two Mg ions and a fragment of polyethylene glycol. The Mg ions were built into 2F o À F c composite omit electron density maps contoured at about 2.5 s, one on the quasi-3-fold axis and the other on the 5-fold axis. The PEG, which lies along the three-fold axis, was built into a terminally¯ared, 22 A Ê long tube of density in a 2F o À F c composite omit map contoured at 1 s. In each case, the identities assigned to these non-protein components were based on the crystallization medium (see Crystallization, above) and the local environment.
The re®ned model yields an R-factor of 0.237 (R-free of 0.251) with a 4s F cutoff. Details of the re®nement statistics are given in Table 2 and those for model geometry in Table 3 . All geometrical statistics are good for a 4.0 A Ê resolution structure.
Procedures and programs
X-PLOR 3.851 34 ± 36 was used for simulated annealing and conjugate gradient minimization, and PROCHECK 37 for evaluating model quality. Initially X-PLOR 3.851 was used to make maps that were then NCS-averaged with RAVE 38 using masks generated with MAMA. 39 During the later steps of re®nement however, CNS 40 was used for averaging with automatic protein masks for bulk solvent corrections and a MAMA mask covering all of the protein and interior of the virus for NCS averaging. Manual rebuilding was carried out using the program O. 41 Surface rendering was achieved with the program GRASP. 42 Ribbon models were made using the Molray interface to Persistence of Vision 2 Ray Tracer (POVRay 2 ) and MOLSCRIPT, 43 with rendering using Raster3d. 44 Mini-maps were made using the Xcontour Program in XtalView. 45 
Coordinates
The coordinates have been deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank (accession code: 1JS9). 
